Protect your turkey permits from the
elements by placing it in a plastic bag
or protective pouch before you hunt.
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Write the game tag information on
the permit also. See number 8 on the
other side of this brochure.
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Immediately upon harvest and prior to moving the carcass, you must attach a game tag to
the animal. Hunters need to make their own
tag from any material they choose and write
legibly with an ink pen or permanent marker.

Attach the game tag to the animal.
Game tag information must include
the hunter’s full name, date, time, and
county of harvest.

Complete the automated game check
process and receive an 18-digit
confirmation number. You must
record this number on your permit.

The 18-digit confirmation number
must also be attached to the animal.
You can write it on the game
tag if you choose.
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When checking your turkey online, it is best to have a printer connected to your computer. A game check receipt displaying the 18-digit
confirmation number is issued and can be printed for your convenience.
If you don’t have access to a printer when completing the game check,
you can access your customer account at wildohio.com to print your
game check receipt.
To complete the game check process, attach the 18-digit confirmation
number to the animal. The confirmation number must remain attached
to the animal forever. The number may be written on back of the mount
for proper identification. In addition, the meat and any parts from this
animal must be properly labeled with the confirmation number at all
times.

2013 Turkey Permit

1

License Year

2

Your Customer
Identification Number

3

Type of permit

4

Your Spring Turkey
permit number

5

You must sign your
permit for it to be valid

6

the dates your
permit is valid

 Once you harvest a turkey 

7

fill in the information
needed on the permit

8

make and attach A
game tag to the turkey

9

Check your turkey via
internet, phone or agent

10

Write the 18-digit
confirmation number
on the permit and
on your tag
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